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Abstract

For decades, migration economics has stressed the effects of migration restrictions on income distribution in the host country. Recently the literature has taken a new direction by estimating the costs of migration restrictions to global economic efficiency. In contrast, a new strand of research posits that migration restrictions could be not only desirably redistributive, but in fact globally efficient. This is the new economic case for migration restrictions. The case rests on the possibility that without tight restrictions on migration, migrants from poor countries could transmit low productivity (“A” or Total Factor Productivity) to rich countries—offsetting efficiency gains from the spatial reallocation of labor from low to high-productivity places. We provide a novel assessment, proposing a simple model of dynamically efficient migration under productivity transmission and calibrating it with new macro and micro data. In this model, the case for efficiency-enhancing migration barriers rests on three parameters: transmission, the degree to which origin-country total factor productivity is embodied in migrants; assimilation, the degree to which migrants’ productivity determinants become like natives’ over time in the host country; and congestion, the degree to which transmission and assimilation change at higher migrant stocks. On current evidence about the magnitudes of these parameters, dynamically efficient policy would not imply open borders but would imply relaxations on current restrictions. That is, the new efficiency case for some migration restrictions is empirically a case against the stringency of current restrictions.
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1 Introduction

Economics was born of studying the 18th-century efficiency losses from trade barriers. In the 21st century, the efficiency losses from remaining restrictions on trade are relatively small. Much larger, but much less studied, the recent literature suggests, are the efficiency losses from restrictions on migration. Wage gaps on the order of 1,000% for similar workers between countries may imply large inefficiencies in the spatial allocation of labor, suggesting global costs of migration restrictions in the trillions of dollars per year (Clemens 2011). This is a new direction for migration economics, which has traditionally stressed wage effects in the host country and migrant selection.

In this paper, we review the literature on the global efficiency consequences of migration and assess a new strand of that literature. This is the new economic case for migration restrictions, which argues that migration barriers could in fact raise global economic efficiency, rather than reduce it. This new case articulates in economic terms what has long been a major political argument for migration restrictions. It argues that without restrictions, migration flows from poor to rich countries would be large and rapid, sufficient to transmit low productivity to rich countries via the cultures and institutions migrants could carry. This could offset and even negate the global efficiency gains from spatial reallocation of labor. This ‘Epidemiological Case’ is the argument that reducing migration restrictions could result in too much migration to raise global efficiency by reallocating labor for low to high productivity places, and could in fact reduce efficiency by lowering productivity in high productivity places.

We first consider, and reject, one possible existing counterargument to the new economic case for migration restrictions. This counterargument posits that, in the absence of migration restrictions, additional migration flows would be in fact be very low (or one author suggests, even zero). This, it is claimed, is because international wage gaps represent mostly or entirely the disutility of migrating rather than the disequilibrium produced by binding restrictions. This ‘Contingent Valuation Case’ is the argument that reducing migration restrictions could result in too little migration to decrease global efficiency (or increase it by much).
We then present a new and different counterargument to the new economic case for migration restrictions. We propose a simple model of dynamically efficient migration to clarify what evidence could in principle support the Epidemiological Case for offsetting inefficiencies in migrant-destination countries. The Epidemiological Case requires evidence that migrants transmit large fractions of their home-countries’ productivity, that this effect on productivity lasts long after immigration, and possibly that the marginal negative effect rises at high migrant stocks. The evidence in the literature, and new evidence presented here from global macroeconomic data and United States immigrant microdata, offer little empirical basis for the Epidemiological Case. In other words, the new efficiency case for migration restrictions has little basis, but not because few people wish to migrate. Rather, it has little basis because, while there is plausibly some volume and speed of migration that could offset the efficiency gains by eroding productivity in migrant-destination countries, that volume and speed would be far in excess of current rates. On current evidence, the efficiency case for migration restrictions in principle is in fact an efficiency case against most migration restrictions *de facto*.

We conclude by highlighting the infancy of this literature. While the efficiency effects of trade restrictions have inspired centuries of research and many thousands of studies, the efficiency effects of migration restrictions are just beginning to capture the attention of economists. A first step is to establish the global efficiency effects of migration restrictions. If these are large and negative, then reducing those restrictions is potential Pareto-improving (Kaldor-Hicks optimal), and an important area of research lies in designing mechanisms to reduce any gaps between potential and realized Pareto improvements. Such mechanisms, which have been critical to the broad global reduction of trade barriers, are a first-order determinant of the national-level efficiency effects of reducing migration restrictions. National and sub-national effects are certainly important, but not to the exclusion of global effects.
2 The efficiency cost of migration restrictions

Economists studying international migration have traditionally focused on two areas. They have stressed income distribution effects in migrant-destination or “host” countries (Borjas 2003; Card 2005; Ottaviano and Peri 2012), and the ‘quality’ selection of migrants (Chiquiar and Hanson 2005). With a few exceptions, empirical researchers have mostly ignored the macroeconomic efficiency effects of international migration. “There seems to be an implicit premise in existing research,” writes Hanson (2009) in a comprehensive review, “that knowing how immigration affects wages is sufficient to know how it affects national income.”

But this literature is largely uninformative about the effects of migration on efficiency. This is for the same reason that measuring the partial-equilibrium effects of import tariffs on goods prices, or the relative quality of imported goods, would be largely uninformative about the overall effects of trade barriers on the wealth of nations (Bhagwati 2000).

2.1 Macro evidence

A recent literature signals an important shift in migration economics towards efficiency rather than distribution. This research estimates that international migration barriers create a very large global deadweight loss, amounting to substantial fractions of global production.

Remarkably, no one prior to Hamilton and Whalley (1984) attempted to explicitly characterize this deadweight loss. Their macro estimates suggested that something very important had been ignored: the gains to relaxing migration restrictions could rival or exceed world GDP. That is, a more efficient spatial allocation of labor could raise global output by 50–150%. Decades passed before a series of follow-up studies confirmed the broad magnitude of the Hamilton and Whalley results with more refined macro models (Moses and Letnes 2004, 2005; Iregui 2005; Walmsley and Winters 2005; Klein and Ventura 2007, 2009; van der Mensbrugghe and Roland-Holst 2009; surveyed in Clemens 2011). The mag-
ntitude of these estimates has been corroborated in a series of recent studies (Benhabib and Jovanovic 2012; Kennan 2013; di Giovanni et al. 2015; Bradford 2015). Barriers to labor mobility, then, could cost the world on the order of half of potential production—leaving “trillion dollar bills on the sidewalk” (Clemens 2011).

These macro findings are congruent with sixty years of research on economic growth (Pritchett 2006). That literature has found that there are very large and persistent differences in Total Factor Productivity (TFP) between countries (Jones 2016). In cross-country growth accounting, the economic productivity of labor in rich countries exceeds that in poor countries by an order of magnitude. This difference persists even after accounting for differences in human capital stocks, and is not shrinking over time for most poor countries. In the early growth literature, total factor productivity was modeled as the common knowledge of “blueprints” or “technology”, expected to diffuse somewhat quickly from leaders to followers. But this view has collapsed in the modern growth literature, with strong implications for migration. If TFP itself has limited mobility between countries, and given that full capital mobility will not produce income convergence Caselli and Feyrer (2007), the focus of inquiry into limits on the spread of global prosperity shifts to labor mobility. Barriers to labor mobility, in this sense, appear to constitute the most impoverishing categorical distortion to the global economy.

2.2 Micro evidence

On the micro side, there is now overwhelming evidence that the same worker’s labor can be factor multiples more valuable in one country than in another. Workers from 42 developing countries in the United States earn PPP adjusted wages about PPP$15,000 higher than observably identical workers in the origin countries earning about PPP$5,000 per year (Clemens et al. 2009). Workers from the lowest-productivity countries earn a “place premium” of around 1,000% more simply by working in the United States rather than in their countries of origin. Location itself appears responsible for most of the productivity of any given worker on earth. Using globally-comparable microdata, Milanovic (2015) finds that country of residence is by far the most important determinant of global income inequality—dominating education, social class, and all other observable personal
characteristics.

The magnitude of these estimates is robust to any plausible degree of migrant self-selection on the unobserved determinants of earnings. This is because the same finding obtains within narrowly-defined low-skill occupations with little scope for high returns to unobserved human capital. The real wage of McDonald’s employees—people performing nearly identical low-skill tasks with little plausible return to unobserved talent—differs by an order of magnitude between rich and poor countries (Ashenfelter 2012, Table 3). The earnings of waiters between the top 10 and bottom 30 countries differ by roughly PPP$15,000 per year (Pritchett and Smith 2016). Furthermore, the magnitude of these gains is similar in studies of naturally randomized visa lotteries with essentially no self-selection by migrants, both for workers with low skill McKenzie et al. (2010) and high skill (Clemens 2013). The microdata reveal such wage differentials both in the production of outputs that are strictly non-tradable (Ashenfelter 2012) and perfectly tradable (Clemens 2013).

These estimates suggest very large price wedges across space, pointing to very large efficiency losses. The size of the wedge, and the number of workers affected, imply Harberger triangles of macroeconomic importance.

This convergent evidence could be offset, in principle, by evidence that barriers to migration per se cause large gains for non-migrants. But the evidence on the effects of immigration on capital productivity is uniformly positive (Lewis and Peri 2015). This suggests that barriers to immigration produce important losses to capital in destination countries.

And for non-migrant labor, the consensus of the literature fails to detect large offsetting gains to average workers caused by restrictions on immigration. Existing estimates of the effect of immigration on average destination-country wages, cumulatively over decades, are uniformly close to zero (Borjas 2003; Ottaviano and Peri 2012). While there is meaningful debate about the distribution of effects across workers there is no quantitatively important debate about average effects. The published work suggesting even a small neg-
ative impact on average wages is highly sensitive to functional form and discretionary parameter selection, as well as transitory pending capital adjustment (Borjas 2014; Card and Peri 2016). In the comprehensive survey of global evidence by Bodvarsson and van den Berg (2013, p. 157), “A comparison of the evidence from all the studies...makes it clear that, with very few exceptions, there is no strong statistical support for the view held by many members of the public, namely that immigration has an adverse effect on native-born workers in the destination country.” There is likewise no evidence of substantial, general labor market harms to non-migrants in the countries that migrants depart. Evidence from several developing countries, surveyed by Mishra (2014), indicates that emigration tends rather to improve wage and employment conditions for non-migrants.

2.3 The policy importance of efficiency costs

Distributional effects are important, of course. Card (2009) finds that inequality of U.S. residents has risen somewhat due to immigration (though inequality among native workers has not). But efficiency effects matter much more than the relative attention they have received in the literature would suggest. If a reduction in restrictions increases efficiency, this implies that policy can create Pareto-improvement by using aggregate gains to compensate losers. Economists use this standard of Kaldor-Hicks optimality in nearly all discussions in other policy areas—such as economic growth policies, competition market regulation/deregulation, international trade, monetary policy, and environmental regulation.

In those policy areas, economists’ default policy response is instruments-to-targets—that is, each policy intervention (instrument) should address a specific market failure or redistributional goal (target) rather than having each policy consider all possible effects. For instance, in debates about trade policy import restrictions are often justified (usually by non-economists) as “saving jobs” but at such a large cost per job that import restrictions are generally a very inefficient instrument for job creation. Or often policies like “rent control” are politically advocated based on distributional impacts whereas economists point out that controlling rents is a very blunt and inefficient instrument to distribute income. Migration economics seems to have mostly missed this step.
Often migration restrictions are espoused because, for instance, migrants could be a net fiscal cost as they would use more in social programs than they would pay in taxes. Empirically, migrants to OECD countries on average make a positive net fiscal contribution (OECD 2013). But even in theory, fiscal effects are a “second best” case for migration restrictions. The fiscal impact of migrants is the result of the design of tax/transfers and relaxation of migration restrictions, jointly. If migration is shown to have positive efficiency effects, then there exists some combination of relaxation of migration conditions and tax/transfer design that is Pareto-improving. Here again, inquiry into efficiency effects is the indispensable first step.

Permitting people to move from low-productivity places to high-productivity places appears to be by far the most efficient generalized policy tool, at the margin, for poverty reduction. Almost all policies intended to raise the incomes of people in poor places do so either modestly or not at all. A successful in situ anti-poverty program might raise the per-capita consumption of the world’s poorest households by US$54 per year (Banerjee et al. 2015). A two-year, six-component in situ intervention—guided by some of the top minds in development economics and backed by formidable financial and organizational resources—produced the equivalent annual consumption gain of the wage differentials of working in a rich versus poor country for one day. The harm to the poor from policies that produce such large losses for the poor cannot be systematically offset by the gains to any known in situ development intervention.

3 The Epidemiological Case for efficient migration restrictions

A new literature departs from the standard distributional case for migration restrictions. It responds to the efficiency literature on migration by offering a new economic case for migration restrictions. This posits that migrants from poor countries carry with them, and transmit to rich countries, that which makes poor countries poor. On this view, low productivity is something that spreads from poor countries to rich countries via cultures and institutions carried by migrants, like disease or pollution. This is known as the Epidemiological Model (Fernández 2011; Algan and Cahuc 2014, p. 85).
If migrants sufficiently impoverished the countries they arrive in, this would offset the global gains to migration. In principle, if this effect had sufficient magnitude, migration barriers would raise global output relative to the counterfactual. The concern that migrants could spread harmful cultures and institutions is old, persistent, and politically important, expressed by analysts from Isaac (1947, p. 110–140) to Wolf (2015) and many in between. What is new is the articulation of this longstanding political concern in economic terms, important enough to impinge on the global efficiency effects of migration. Collier (2013, pp. 34, 68, 100) states it thus:

“Migrants are essentially escaping from countries with dysfunctional social models. It may be well to reread that last sentence and ponder its implications. . . . The cultures—or norms and narratives—of poor societies, along with their institutions and organizations, stand suspected of being the primary cause of their poverty. . . . So, uncomfortable as it may be, there are large cultural differences that map into important aspects of social behavior, and migrants bring their culture with them . . . [with] the potential risk that the social model will become blended in such a way that damagingly dilutes its functionality: remember that in economic terms, not all cultures are equal.”

Citing part of the above, Borjas (2015) models world GDP and parameterizes with \( \lambda \) the fraction of poor countries’ low Total Factor Productivity (TFP) that ‘comes with’ migrants, eliminating large fractions of productivity in now-rich countries. Simulating the global gain to eliminating migration restrictions, he writes,

“if \( \lambda \) were equal to 0.5, the net gain falls from $40 trillion to $8.8 trillion. In addition, if \( \lambda \) were equal to 0.75, the net gains become negative because now the entire world’s workforce is largely operating under the inefficient organizations and institutions that were previously isolated in the South but have now spilled over to the North.”

No theory or model is offered regarding how TFP is determined such that low income migrants reduce TFP. Moreover, no empirical evidence is offered to support the claim that transmission of this type exists. All that is demonstrated is that if migration reduces TFP then the gains are lower, but “if \( A \) then \( B \)” holds little interest unless \( A \) is true.

One might suppose that any force eliminating a large share of global GDP could be detected. And if it could be detected, migration could be restricted at the point where
marginal cost comes to exceed marginal benefit. But Collier (2013, pp. 41–50) sketches a model in which any effect of migration on institutions could be self-reinforcing and nonlinear. This is because, he argues, the arrival of some migrants today means even more tomorrow, and thus slower assimilation tomorrow. In this way, both the number of migrants and the impact-per-migrant rise over time, in an irreversible spiral. In this sense he compares relaxing migration restrictions to polluting the atmosphere with carbon: allowing migration flows in excess of an unknown “safe” threshold constitute “serious policy mistakes” that are later “difficult to correct”. This danger would justify precautionary restrictions on migration even when its effects at the margin are positive: “Analogous to climate change, we do not know how large an unabsorbed diaspora would need to be before it significantly weakened the mutual regard on which the high-income societies depend” (Collier 2013, p. 257). Collier, too, offers no evidence regarding the point at which this irreversibility might occur, or what evidence could in principle contradict his claim.

Culture and norms have been shown to be transmissible by migrants (Fisman and Miguel 2007; Fernández 2011; Alesina et al. 2013b). What remains unknown is nearly everything about the magnitude of this transmission and its effects on the economy: 1) what fraction of origin-country TFP is determined by culture, 2) what fraction of any effect of culture on TFP arises from interactions between individuals of similar culture, and what fraction is transmitted with individuals to places where they interact with individuals of other cultures, and thus 3) what fraction of destination-country TFP is determined by transmitted culture. Beugelsdijk and Maseland (2011, pp. 213–225) review the many remaining problems with measuring ‘culture’—including reducing of ‘culture’ to ‘trust’, and measuring the trust or trustworthiness of individuals with a simple survey question about whether other people can be trusted—as well as establishing a causal relationship between culture and economic performance.1

1 Algan and Cahuc (2013) find that ‘inherited trust’—the answer to a question about generalized trust of others in the descendants of 1930s migrants to the United States—correlates with contemporaneous economic outcomes in the countries of migrant origin. They interpret this as the effect of trust on growth, with a large magnitude. Fernández (2011, p. 505) observes that this correlation could arise from persistent traits of migrant-origin countries that 1) affected the trust of people in the 1930s and their descendants and 2) continue to affect economic performance in the home country today. Algan and Cahuc attempt to address this concern with long time lags—persistence of trust across four generations of U.S. immigrants. But Müller et al. (2012) show that this persistence is not robust to using different waves of the same trust survey, both before and after the wave used by Algan and Cahuc, raising questions about robustness of the result. Beyond this, any feature of a country that lastingly affects both trust and development for more
There is observed persistence of incomes from migrant-origin countries to migrant-destination countries. People in rich countries whose ancestors came from poor countries tend to have lower incomes than other people in rich countries (Puterman and Weil 2010)—though this correlation is far from perfect as Indians have the highest household income of any ethnic group in America (Chakravorty et al. 2016). But this has no necessary implication regarding the quantitative contribution of portable ‘culture’ to this outcome. For example, the relatively low incomes of Americans of African and Native American descent could be mostly or even completely determined by destination-country institutions that massively expropriated human capital, land, and physical capital from many of the ancestors of people in those groups. The finding of persistence by itself is uninformative about the magnitude of a pure and transmissible effect of origin-country ‘culture’ on productivity, in either migrant-origin countries or migrant-destination countries.

Beyond this, there is a set of conjectures about the social/political conditions in which high productivity institutions/policies are created and maintained. For instance, one argument is that “homogeneity” leads to “trust” leads to “market supporting institutions” leads to high productivity. If such a causal chain exists, it is difficult to demonstrate. Countries whose residents exhibit a greater diversity of country-of-birth also exhibit better economic performance (Alesina et al. 2013a). Subnational regions that receive greater numbers of immigrants have experienced greater income growth (Lewis and Peri 2015). Countries that received more immigrants during 1990–2010 had more positive changes in indicators of economic governance (Clark et al. 2014).

This evidence certainly does not rule out the Epidemiological Case for efficient migration barriers at some level. Although the Epidemiological Case remains conjectural, it is sophisticated and sets out what must be established to build an efficiency case for migration restrictions of some degree. At low levels of migration, an additional migrant has no impact on Total Factor Productivity (or even might improve TFP). But it is possible that than four generations could generate correlation in the absence of causation. For instance, the incidence of slavery going back several centuries affects levels of trust in Africa today (Nunn and Wantchekon 2011) as well as affecting economic outcomes in Africa today (Nunn 2008). And it is plausible that the experience of slavery affects levels of trust among Americans descended from African immigrants today. This would generate correlation between ‘inherited trust’ in the U.S. and contemporary economic outcomes in the countries of origin that does not arise from the causation of economic outcomes by trust.
at some sufficiently high level of migration the underlying conditions that maintain high and rising TFP—whatever those are—might be nonlinearly undermined. In such a case, past some threshold, additional migration would begin to deteriorate host country TFP and hence might worsen economic well-being for the host country—or at the extreme, migration restrictions could be potential-Pareto-improving (Kaldor-Hicks optimal).

In other words, the Epidemiological Case could form a logically coherent basis for an efficiency case against open borders in general equilibrium. It cannot by itself provide an efficiency case for tightening or loosening migration restrictions from current levels, without empirical evidence on where the threshold stands. Similarly, believing that a firm’s marginal costs can exceed the output price at some production level is not informative about whether current production is wastefully low, or how it could be known if it were too low. But it is of theoretical and empirical interest to explore further where the hypothesized migration threshold might stand, which is what we do in the second half of this paper.

4 A faulty counterargument: Compensating Differentials

The literature has raised one main objection to the new economic case for migration restrictions. It argues that migration restrictions do not greatly deter international migration, thus in the absence of migration restrictions there would be only limited additional migration. This idea rests on the Compensating Differential Case that migrants’ disutility from migration is the principal constraint on international migration. This disutility is thus responsible for most of the large international wage gaps observed in the global labor market. On this view, migration restrictions do not raise global efficiency, but neither do they much reduce it.

In one of the two extant graduate-level textbooks on migration economics, Borjas (2014, p. 168) claims that the enormous wage differences between poor and rich countries may represent entirely a compensating differential for the psychic costs of migration. Borjas writes:
“Large wage differences across regions can persist for a very long time simply because many people choose not to move. In a world of income-maximizing agents, the stayers are signaling that there are substantial psychic costs to mobility, perhaps even on the order of hundreds of thousands of dollars per person, and that they are willing to leave substantial wage gains on the table. Kennan and Walker (2011, p. 232), for instance, estimate that it costs $312,000 to move the average person from one state to another within the United States. . . . If moving costs were indeed in that range, it is easy to show that the huge global gains from migration become substantially smaller and may even vanish after taking moving costs into account.”

He then notes that if the psychic cost of migration from poor to rich countries is US$140,000, “only half of what is typically reported in existing studies”—that is, in Kennan and Walker’s study of U.S. interstate movement—then “the entire present value of the global gains from migration is wiped out” (Borjas 2014, p. 168). No other cost scenario is mentioned.

This quantitative claim is obviously erroneous. The absolute amount of willingness-to-pay depends on the absolute level of income. Consider identical logic applied to hospital births. The average cost of a hospital birth in the United States is near US$20,000. If one inferred that the opportunity cost of a hospital birth in Malawi or Haiti is US$10,000— “only half of what is typically reported in existing studies [of the United States]”—one could conclude that the demand for hospital births in Malawi and Haiti must be essentially zero, because parent’s “willingness to pay” cannot be multiples of their income. But in fact, 75% of Malawian women do demand birthing services in formal medical facilities (DHS 2011, p. 109). The willingness to pay for a hospital birth of rich people is obviously

---

2A correction this basic would not merit discussion if the error did not figure prominently in the field’s leading graduate textbook. Caplan (2014) is the first to point out this error. He points out other errors, notably the fact that the relevant cost in this case is the marginal cost for potential migrants, while Kennan and Walker’s figure reflects an average cost across individuals comprising migrants and non-migrants. For example, if one were interested in forecasting the demand for cars, one would be interested in the size of the group whose valuation of a car net of costs is positive at the margin, not the average valuation of a car across all individuals in the population. The average valuation net of costs could be zero, if some people are willing to pay less for a car than its price, even if it is positive in half or even most of the population. Using average valuations could result in a very large misestimate of automobile demand. Elsewhere, Borjas (2015) confuses the cost of policy barriers with non-policy migration costs. In a discussion of simulating the gains to migration without policy barriers, he describes the gains as “probably too optimistic because I have assumed that migration is costless”. To illustrate the possibility of high migration costs, he writes, “Bertoli et al. (2013, p. 89) calculate that migration costs for the average low-educated Ecuadorian immigrant in the United States are almost 9 times the worker’s salary.” The source for the figure cited states that it includes the policy barriers faced by low-skill Ecuadorians to the U.S., and thus overstates the cost that would obtain without policy barriers.
irrelevant to decisions made by people with a tenth of their income. Basic economics does not support the use of absolute willingness to pay valuations by United States consumers to characterize global preferences including for the very poorest.

More broadly, the claim that all global gains from migration can “vanish” due to offsetting disutility is identical to the claim that the global labor market is today at full spatial equilibrium. This claim implies that the existing global limits on international migration—passports, visa restrictions, limits on recognition of professional credentials, all deportations, all sea patrols, all fences—do not collectively have important effects on workers’ decisions about where to locate. This would be the case if, as Borjas asserts is possible, migration itself generally conveys sufficient disutility that those policy barriers do not substantially alter workers’ choice of location. This opinion is incompatible with existing evidence. Bertoli and Fernández-Huertas (2015) find that visa requirements cut bilateral migration flows by half, and additionally divert about 10% of potential flows to alternate destinations, while Bertoli and Fernández-Huertas (2013) find that visa requirements cut migrant flows to Spain by three quarters. Lawson and Roychoudhury (2016) find that visa requirements against a country reduce tourist travel from that country by 70%. Mbaye (2014) finds that the median irregular migrant from Senegal to Europe accepts a 25% chance of dying en route, certainly incompatible with the notion that such migrants must be paid compensation in order to consider migration a worthwhile enterprise.

Other economists have likewise speculated that psychic costs to migrants could exceed even vast wage gains. Collier (2013, p. 176) posits that for poor-country emigrants in general, “continuing psychological costs would offset the gains for several generations: migration would not be an investment, it would be a mistake”. No evidence is offered for the magnitude of such costs, nor for their persistence across “several generations”. It is odd and implausible to imagine that the grandchildren of Haitian immigrants to the United States would in fact prefer to live in Haiti, despite their typical behavior of remaining in the United States, given that no barrier prevents their return to Haiti. While there are restrictions on moving to rich countries, there are typically not restrictions on moving back and when borders are open there are often substantial reverse and/or circular flows (Bandiera et al. 2013).
The Compensating Differential Case encounters further difficulty in explaining why there is a 600–800% real wage gap between Haiti and the United States (which are separated by tight visa restrictions and naval interdictions), but historically similar Guadeloupe exhibits only a 60% difference in real wages with metropolitan France (to which Guadeloupian workers may move at will). Similarly there is a 300% real wage gap between observably identical Filipinos in the United States and the in the Philippines, but only a 50% wage gap between ethnic Guamanians in the mainland United States and in Guam (Clemens et al. 2009). Filipinos face tight policy restrictions on migrating to the United States, such that several categories of United States residency permits for Filipinos (F1, F3, F4) are so tightly rationed that the waiting list currently stretches 13–23 years; Guamanians face no such restrictions. Only an exotic and conjectural model would posit that such large price wedges arise largely because Haitians happen to love their island home much more than Guadeloupians do, and Filipinos love the Philippines much more than ethnic Guamanians love Guam (Pritchett 2010).

To be sure, the literature finds that some disutility of migration exists and could explain some portion of international wage gaps (Clemens et al. 2009). Thus there remains uncertainty about the magnitude of additional migration that would occur in the absence of policy restrictions. Bertoli and Fernández-Huertas (2015) find that bilateral migration flows roughly double in the absence of visa requirements, in line with the many estimates of the global GDP gains from unrestricted migration on the order of 100%. (Docquier et al. 2015), in contrast, estimate global GDP gains of 18% from unrestricted migration—principally due to assuming much lower unrestricted migration rates.

These lower estimates arise from answers to a contingent valuation survey: a question about hypothetical desire to emigrate, “if you had the opportunity”, asked in numerous

---


4For example, their baseline case assumes that in the absence of any migration barriers, just 1% of the population of India would find it worthwhile to migrate to any another country, at any point in the future, as well as just 8% of the population of Côte d’Ivoire (Docquier et al. 2015, p. 341). These predictions are strikingly low, given that income differentials are a powerful motive for movement (Kennan and Walker 2011; Grogger and Hanson 2011)—and essentially everyone in rich countries is at least one or two orders of magnitude richer than essentially everyone in India and Côte d’Ivoire. Even the very poorest people in Germany are richer than 97% of India (Milanovic 2015, p. 454) as well as 99% of Côte d’Ivoire (Milanovic 2013, p. 206).
countries by the Gallup World Poll (Esipova et al. 2011). This survey shares the well-known problems of most contingent valuation surveys on hypothetical preferences, whose results some leading economists have called “erratic and biased” (Arrow et al. 1993, p. 21) and “useless for serious analysis” (Hausman 2012). All such surveys suffer from the embedding problem, in which answers are highly sensitive to the context in which the question is placed (Kahneman and Knetsch 1992; Diamond and Hausman 1994). For example, a young Malian man responding to a simple poll question on migration desire might conceive of migration as an illegal and dangerous enterprise with the scant reward of degrading informal street-work. The response might differ if embedded in the relevant scenario: a world without policy barriers to migration, in which migration meant boarding a safe aircraft to take legal, formal-sector employment abroad and go back to visit home at will.

Moreover, survey respondents’ preferences are known to depend on their reference frames for what constitutes a satisfactory outcome. Reference-dependent preferences can imply that willingness-to-pay for a good is positively related to expected probability of purchase (Bateman et al. 1997; Kőszegi and Rabin 2006). That is, if the survey respondent does not expect to realistically migrate, his reference for aspirational income is the income of successful Malians in Mali, and he will place less stated value on the opportunity for higher earnings abroad. With low reference points, workers are known to forego earning opportunities (Camerer et al. 1997). But it is also known that direct exposure to other reference frames can change aspirational reference points, both in designed experiments (Jensen 2010; Wydick et al. 2013) and in a setting of naturally randomized migration (Stillman et al. 2015). In other words, in a counterfactual Mali where international migration was commonplace and successful, the young man’s preferences could change—not only because migration would be a very different thing than it is now, but also because respondents’ conception of satisfactory life outcomes would be different.

This suggests that the Compensating Differential Case remains unfounded. The arguments it comprises do not offer compelling evidence against the new economic case for migration restrictions. The theory and evidence we have suggests that policy barriers are major determinants of migration flows, and the migration flows would substantially rise
in the absence of restrictions. This leaves intact the conclusions of the original efficiency literature on migration that there would be large first-order efficiency gains to reduced restrictions. But it also leaves intact the contention of the Epidemiological Case that such additional migration could in principle be large enough to produce offsetting inefficiencies in destination countries.

5 Another approach: Estimating dynamically efficient migration

The Epidemiological Case argues that without migration restrictions, there would be ‘too much’ migration for those restrictions to be inefficient. We have considered and rejected an existing counterargument: the contention of the Compensating Variation Case that without restrictions there would be ‘too little’ migration to have large efficiency effects one way or the other. Here we propose an alternative and more rigorous way to evaluate the Epidemiological Case for globally efficient migration restrictions.

Before we proceed it is worth remembering why the current economic case for relaxed migration restrictions is so powerful. There are large persistent differences across places in the productivity of factors. This implies that movers from low productivity places to high productivity places have large gains in earnings. If these productivity gains are “in the air”—that is have the nature of non-rival and non-excludable public goods—then allowing factors (including labor) to move to high productivity (when they want to) is potentially Pareto-improving. Movers gain, usually a lot, and no one else loses. If the productive efficiency gains to movers are large then all other objections are analytically “second-best” objections and “second-order” in empirical importance. Therefore to create a case for migration restrictions as a (potential) Pareto-improving action one has to undermine the notion of (relatively) exogenous, place-based, public-good-like factor productivity differences. This is what the Epidemiological Case endeavors to do.

The Epidemiological Case is logically possible, but its relevance to real-world migration restrictions depends on the magnitudes of the posited effects. This section explores what the key parameters might be in such a quantitative assessment. The sections thereafter
will assess current evidence for the values of those key parameters. The key parameters are the rates of transmission, assimilation, and congestion, defined below in equations (1)–(3).

We seek a dynamically optimal migration rate that maximizes world economic product during the process of globally equalizing the marginal product of labor. The optimal rate balances two effects. A higher rate of migration contributes to a greater buffer-stock of unassimilated migrants, assumed to strictly reduce TFP in the destination country by transferring in part the low TFP of poor origin-countries. This tends to reduce world GDP by making all workers in the rich destination country—migrants and non-migrants—less productive. The size of this effect grows over time as the labor supply of the destination grows. On the other hand, a higher rate of migration also reallocates labor from low-productivity places to high-productivity places, tending to raise world GDP. If there is some point at which the marginal costs and marginal benefits of a higher migration rate are just equal, migration above or below that rate relatively impoverishes the world.

Formally, suppose there are two countries. Output in the rich home country is \( Y = \bar{A}L^\alpha \), where \( L \) is the labor stock, \( \bar{A} \) is Total Factor Productivity, and \( 0 < \alpha < 1 \). Output in the poor foreign country is \( Y' = A'L^{\alpha} \), where \( A \ll \bar{A} \). A number of workers \( M_t \) per year moves from foreign to home, contributing to a stock of unassimilated labor \( \hat{L} \). Each year, a fraction \( 0 < a < 1 \) of unassimilated labor assimilates (the “assimilation rate”), acquiring the same productivity of home natives.

### 5.1 Defining the key parameters

The stock of unassimilated labor in home is

\[
\hat{L}_t = M_t + (1 - a)M_{t-1} + (1 - a)^2M_{t-2} + \cdots
\]  
(1)
Suppose the immigration rate to home, \( m \equiv M_t / L_t \), is constant. The fraction of the home labor stock composed of unassimilated foreign workers \((0 < \phi < 1)\) is

\[
\phi \equiv \frac{\dot{L}_t}{L_t} = \int_0^\infty m(1 - a)^t \, dt \approx \frac{m}{a}. \tag{2}
\]

Migration from foreign to home changes total factor productivity in home to

\[
\tilde{A} \equiv A - (A - \bar{A}) \frac{\tau \phi}{1 - c \phi}, \tag{3}
\]

where \(0 < \tau < 1\) is the fraction of foreign total factor productivity that is transmitted to home embodied in each migrant (the “transmission rate”), and \(c \leq 0\) is the degree to which agglomeration of unassimilated foreigners nonlinearly reduces total factor productivity (the “congestion rate”). Note without congestion effects \((c = 0)\), home total factor productivity under migration, \(\tilde{A}\), reduces to a weighted average of pre-migration total factor productivity in home and foreign, with weight \(0 < \tau \phi < 1\).

Figure 1 shows how home total factor productivity \(\tilde{A}\) is shaped by the stock of unassimilated foreigners \(\phi\) in equation (3). There, \(\gamma \equiv \bar{A} - \bar{A}\) denotes the gap in pre-migration productivity between home and foreign.

5.2 The dynamically efficient transition

We seek the migration rate \(m\) that maximizes global production. On one hand, migration into home raises global production by reallocating labor from low-to-high marginal product of labor. At time \(t\) the population of home is \(L_t = L_0(1 + m)^t\), and the global gain-per-period is

\[
\int_{L_0}^{L_0(1+m)^t} \bar{A} \alpha L_t^{\alpha - 1} \, dL_t - \int_{L-L_0(1+m)^t}^{L-L_0} \bar{A} \alpha L_t^{\alpha - 1} \, dL_t, \tag{4}
\]

where \(\bar{L}\) is the combined supply of labor in both countries. The first term of (4) is the gain to rich-country production from arriving labor, the second term is the loss to poor-country production from departing labor.

The per-period gain in (4) corresponds to the green area in Figure 2. In that figure,
Figure 1: Home country total factor productivity as a function of the stock of unassimilated workers from foreign

following Bhagwati (1984), the length of the horizontal axis is $\mathcal{L}$. The marginal product of labor is $Y_L$ in home, and labor supply in home is read right-to-left from origin $O$. The marginal product of labor is $Y'_L$ in foreign, and labor supply in foreign is read left-to-right from origin $O'$. As labor moves from foreign to home, the dotted vertical line shifts to the left.

Suppose that at time 0, the initial population of foreign is a multiple $\beta$ times the initial population of home, thus $\beta \equiv \left(\frac{L}{L_0}\right) - 1 > 1$. The solution to (4) takes a tractable form using the first-order Taylor approximation that, for any $Z$ and small $x$, $\left(Z \pm (1 + x)^t\right)^\alpha \approx (Z - 1)^\alpha \pm (Z - 1)^{\alpha-1}axt$. Thus the gain-per-period (4) reduces to

$$\alpha t m L_0^\alpha \left(\bar{A} - \beta^{\alpha-1} A\right).$$

On the other hand, migration into home causes an offsetting decline in global production by reducing total factor productivity for all home residents, including past migrants.
Normalizing $\bar{A} = 1$ without loss of generality, the loss-per-period is

$$\left(1 - \bar{A}\right) \alpha L^{\alpha - 1}_t \cdot L_t.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

This is the red area in Figure 2. The time to complete the transition and equalize the marginal product of labor, as shown in the figure, is $T$.

The dynamically efficient migration rate $m$ sets the present value of benefits equal to the present value of costs. From (4) and (6),

$$\int_0^T \int_{L_0}^{L_0(1+m)t} \left(\alpha L^{\alpha - 1}_t - \bar{A} \alpha \left(L - L_t\right)^{\alpha - 1}\right) dL_t e^{-\rho t} dt = \int_0^T \left(1 - \bar{A}\right) \alpha L^{\alpha - 1}_t \cdot L_t e^{-\rho t} dt.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

This reduces, utilizing the approximation (5) and for $T$ sufficiently large, to the condition

$$m \cdot (\alpha L^3_0 / \rho^2) \left(1 - \beta^{\alpha - 1} A\right) = (\alpha L^3_0 / \rho) \left(1 - \bar{A}\right) \left(1 + \alpha m / \rho\right).$$  By (2) and (3), the first-order approximation of dynamically efficient migration is

$$m^* = \frac{a - \rho \tau \hat{\gamma}}{\alpha \tau \hat{\gamma} + c}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)
where $\tilde{\gamma} \equiv \frac{1-A}{1-A^\alpha-1}$ is a modified measure of the initial gap in productivity ($\frac{d\tilde{\gamma}}{d\gamma} > 0$).

The determinants of optimal migration in (8) are intuitive. The migration rate that maximizes world production during the transition is greater to the extent that the assimilation rate $a$ is higher. Optimal migration is lower to the extent that 1) the transmission rate $\tau$ is higher; 2) the initial productivity gap $\gamma$ is higher; 3) the discount rate $\rho$ is higher; and 4) congestion effects $c$ are smaller.

The corresponding optimal transition time $T$, inversely related to $m^*$, is

$$T^* = \frac{\alpha \tau \tilde{\gamma} + c}{a - \rho \tau \tilde{\gamma}} \left( \beta - 1 - (1 - \gamma) \frac{1}{\tau^\alpha} \right).$$

The determinants of $T^*$, too, are intuitive. Beyond those listed above for $m^*$ (in the inverse), the optimal transition time is longer to the extent that foreign starts out with a larger population than home (larger $\beta$) and with a lower total factor productivity than home (larger $\gamma$).\(^5\)

### 5.3 A benchmark calibration

Some of the parameters in the expression for optimal migration (8) are relatively well known; others are unknown. Here we fix the known parameters and ask what values of the unknown parameters would yield today’s observed migration rates and other rates.

The known parameters are as follows. The gap between rich- and poor-country productivity, after accounting for differences in human capital, is roughly $\gamma = 0.8$ (Hall and Jones 1999a, Table 1). Relative to the population of the high-income OECD countries, the rest of the world is about $\beta = 6$ times larger. The labor share of income across the world lies close to $\alpha = 0.6$ (Gollin 2002; Guerriero 2012). Finally, set the discount rate $\rho$ plausibly at 0.05.

\(^5\)At time $T$ the marginal product of labor in the two countries is equalized: $\tilde{\alpha} \alpha L_T^{\alpha-1} = \tilde{\alpha} \alpha L_T^{\alpha-1}$. Substituting $L_T = L_0 (1 + m)^T$ yields $T = \left( \ln \left( \frac{\beta}{(1 + (\bar{A}/A)^{1/(\alpha-1)})} \right) / \ln (1 + m) \right)$. In first-order Taylor approximation $\ln (1 + x) \approx x$ and $\ln (x) \approx x - 1$ for $x$ small, thus $T \approx \frac{1}{m} \left( \beta - 1 - (\bar{A}/A)^{1/(\alpha-1)} \right)$. \(^21\)
The unknown parameters are the assimilation rate \((a)\), the transmission rate \((\tau)\), and the congestion rate \((c)\). While we will discuss plausible values for these parameters below, much less is known about them empirically.

Given the known parameters, what values of the unknown parameters would generate observed migration rates? The observed rate of migration from developing countries to principal migrant-destination countries is roughly \(m_0 = 0.3\%\) of the destination-county population per year.\(^6\) If this were the dynamically efficient migration rate, then equation (8) implies a relationship between the unknown parameters \((a,\tau,c)\) corresponding to a three-dimensional surface. This relationship can be visualized in Figure 3, which shows three different two-dimensional slices of the three-dimensional surface in equation (8). Each surface shown is defined by a different optimal migration rate. Holding \(c = 0.1\) in the top panel, the dotted line shows the pairs \((a,\tau)\) that yield an optimal migration rate of 0.3%. The middle panel does the same holding \(c = 0.5\), and the bottom panel \(c = 0.9\). Intuitively, when congestion \(c\) rises, either assimilation \(a\) must rise or transmission \(\tau\) must fall in order for the same migration rate to remain optimal.

Figure 3 also shows the \((a,\tau)\) pairs at each level of congestion that would yield optimal migration rates of 0, 0.01, 0.03, and 0.05. For example, the middle panel of the figure suggests that when the congestion rate \(c = 0.5\), if the transmission rate \(\tau < 0.5\) and assimilation rate \(a > 0.03\) then the optimal migration rate \(m^* > 0.01\).

6 Parameters of the model: Concepts and literature

We now briefly review the theory and existing evidence underlying transmission, assimilation, and congestion, before proceeding to new estimates of these relatively unknown parameters.

\(^6\)In the United States over the last decade, an average of about 950,000 people per year have obtained permanent residence from countries other than Canada, European countries, and Japan (U.S. Dept. of Homeland Security *Yearbook of Immigration Statistics 2013*, Table 3), in a country of about 318m—implying \(m = 0.3\%\). In the UK in the one-year period up to March, 2015, there were 183,000 net permanent arrivals of non-EU citizens (UK Office for National Statistics, *Statistical bulletin: Migration Statistics Quarterly Report*, August 2015), in a country of 65m—likewise implying \(m = 0.3\%\).
Figure 3: Benchmark calibration of the model
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6.1 Transmission

The Epidemiological Case for efficient migration restrictions requires a model of development. That is, the idea that one country can transmit Total Factor Productivity to another via migrants requires a theory of what constitutes TFP. In the model above, we give the Epidemiological Case the benefit of the doubt, and simply assume that a large portion of poor-country TFP is transferred by individuals who move.

But this is unclear, and goes beyond what economists know about the nature of TFP. TFP tends to be measured as a residual: the unexplained part left over when the measurable causes of higher productivity are subtracted from production. This makes the components of TFP inherently difficult to characterize empirically. There are five main approaches to characterizing TFP in theory:

- **TFP is “knowledge.”** The early approaches to TFP treated it as “blueprints” or more generally “codifiable knowledge” and the dynamics of TFP were “technical progress”: the invention of, and improvement in the cost of production of, electricity, computers, solar power, etc. This is certainly some component of TFP, particularly for countries near or at the frontier of current productivity. But these models have difficulty explaining the persistence in differentials of TFP across countries (Jones 2016).

- **TFP is “capability.”** Ricardo Hausmann, with various co-authors, has developed a theory that eschews entirely the aggregate production function approach (Hidalgo and Hausmann 2009). They argue that each product has its own recipe as a string of inputs and that more complex products have longer strings of needed “capabilities”. Hence with non-tradable capabilities, places who possess more capabilities are capable of producing a larger array of products and hence more productive for each input.

- **TFP is “mismanagement.”** Hsieh and Klenow (2010) find that an important determinant of TFP is the misallocation of inputs across firms and industries, while pointing out that economists’ understanding of the causes of TFP differences remains limited.
• *TFP is “institutions.”* One model is that TFP is the result of “institutions” that are market-supporting like private property, the rule of law, and other policies and practices (and their associated embeddedness in organizations) that allow enable large scale investments, privately and socially productive organizations, and allow competition to facilitate innovation and weed out unproductive organizations (Jones 2016).

• *TFP is “culture”.* A recent literature suggests that culture and norms affect TFP, and that culture and norms is transmissible to a nonzero degree through migrants (Algan and Cahuc 2013; Fernández 2011). No research has shown that migrant-transmissible culture has affected TFP in migrant-destination countries.

It is immediately clear that some constituents of low TFP are not plausibly transmissible to rich countries. To the extent that TFP represents technology, it is not plausible that migrants from poor to rich countries cause rich countries to lose the knowledge of—say—how to temper steel or produce electricity or grow wheat. To the extent that TFP represents the production capabilities it is likewise implausible that migrants could transmit low TFP. For example, if Peru cannot produce wide bodied aircraft because it lacks production capacity of certain necessary ancillary goods and services, nothing about this lack of capabilities would accompany migrants. Since economists know little about the relative importance of different types of TFP, it is difficult to quantify what fraction of TFP is transmissible even in theory.

In short, economists’ current understanding of TFP does not offer compelling theoretical reasons to suppose that destination-country TFP can be substantially a function of migrant-transmitted portions of origin-country TFP. In theory, much of TFP can arise from goods that are nonrival and nonexcludable within countries, in which case standard factor-price equalization need not hold (Batina and Ihori 2005, pp. 233–250; Kremer 2006. Beyond this, historical episodes of mass migration do not reveal any such effects. Taylor and Williamson (1997) and Hatton and Williamson (1998) explore the economic impacts of the Age of Mass Migration. They find evidence of international wage convergence, but do not find evidence that this was caused by the migrant-mediated transmission of then-low TFP in Sweden and Hungary to the United States and Canada.
To the contrary, there is a substantial literature suggesting that immigrants from low-
TFP countries can raise TFP in the countries they move to. A recent literature finds that
immigrants stimulate international trade, both in amount (Rauch 1999; Aleksynska and
Peri 2014) and product scope (Bahar and Rapoport 2015); immigrant labor raises labor
force participation by skilled female natives (Cortés and Tessada 2011); immigration can
spur innovation (Kerr and Lincoln 2010); and immigration of low- and high-skill workers
at observed levels typically raises total factor productivity (Peri 2012a; Lewis and Peri
2015).

It is simplistic to assume, as the literature often does, that the effects of migrants act
through selection (Clemens 2014). Several studies investigate the effects of migration by
the “best and brightest”, as if migrants’ effects at the destination were embodied within
them and would occur wherever they were. It is outlandish to suppose that Sudanese
telecom entrepreneur Mohamed Ibrahim could have made the same contribution if he
had not left Sudan for the United Kingdom, or that Saint Lucian Nobel laureate Arthur
Lewis could have made the same contribution had he not left Saint Lucia. They did
not raise productivity in their destination countries because they had it within them and
transferred it there. If this were the case they would have been equally productive at
home. Their effects on productivity at the destination do not reveal some transmissible
portion of productivity; quite the opposite, they illustrate how important components of
productivity are not transmissible.

6.2 Assimilation

If low TFP is in fact transmitted to migrant-destination countries, what portion of it is
absorbed there? Even if a component of TFP is transmissible in principle, it might not be
transmitted in practice because destination-country TFP is resilient to change. Migrants
can adjust to rich-country productivity—in some ways immediately, in other ways over
time.

Take institutions. What the organizations, laws, policies and practices of advanced
economies and polities and administration do is make it possible for people to carry on
long-term and complex economic transactions without any face to face contact or interpersonal relationship at all. Seabright (2004) points out that human evolution occurred in a period in which people interacted with at most a few hundred people. Without the intermediation of “institutions” complex societies of any scale are impossible. While there is no doubt the social and personal and associative life is important to human well-being, this “affective” component of human experience is generally at a scale far smaller than the typical nation-state. It is precisely the objective of a modern bank to eliminate personal trust from financial transactions, precisely the objective of a modern post office to eliminate personal trust from delivery of personal messages.

Moreover, most models of “institutions” or “norms” exhibit multiple equilibria with high transition barriers between equilibria. Once established, norms persist even if the underlying conditions for their creation are no longer present. For instance, which side of the road to drive on is a norm or convention and some countries have adopted “right side” and others “left side.” Every migrant from a left-side to right-side country quickly adopts to driving on the right side. One can easily imagine two countries: A is a right-side country with 100 people and B a left-side country with 100 people. Every year 5 people move from A to B and 5 from B to A. At the end of 20 years every person in A is from B and vice versa. But it is likely that in A people still drive on the right side even though every single person in A was a “native” left hand side driver. For each set of migrants, it is immediately and permanently suboptimal to play by origin-country rules. Assimilation is instantaneous because any other strategy is a losing one.

In other words, “institutions” are ontologically social. Individual people do not and cannot “have” institutions in the way that an individual can have blond hair or the flu or a university degree, nor even in the way they can own a house or a share of a firm. Institutions are patterns of behavior across individuals and individuals either “participate in” or “conform to” institutions. To some extent the evidence of the very long-term persistence of the impacts of “institutions” suggest that “institutions” once adopted are very robust (Helliwell and Putnam 1995; Dell 2010). Part of this robustness must be the willing (conscious or not) adoption of the norms by many different people over many different years, including many people not born and raised with those norms.
As we consider empirical evidence on assimilation in the model, we note three key features of this parameter. First, the meaning of ‘assimilation’ in this setting is precisely defined by equations (1)–(3). It is the rate at which the stock of migrants from foreign come to resemble home natives in economic productivity only. That is, it does not require assimilation in every sense, but only those senses that determine labor productivity. Second, more specifically, assimilation here covers determinants of economic productivity apart from observed levels of education. The productivity gap parameter $\tilde{\delta}$ is what remains after differences in observed human capital are accounted for. Third, the simple model above has assumed infinitely-lived migrants. In reality, assimilation of people whose presence in the destination country is caused by migration will be a composition of both the rate of individual-level assimilation and the rate at which each generation of migrants is replaced by an assimilated next generation.

Thus the assimilation of interest is precisely cross-sectional assimilation of the overall stock of migrants, not longitudinal assimilation of individual migrants. Individual-level assimilation has been a focus of the literature due in part to policy interest in assisting individuals to assimilate. Cross-sectional assimilation overstates individual-level assimilation to the extent that unassimilated individuals emigrate (Lubotsky 2007). But if individuals who embody low TFP re-emigrate, they no longer affect destination-country TFP. It would therefore be incorrect to use longitudinal, individual-level assimilation rates to parameterize the model in the preceding section.

It is well known that some of migrants’ cultural attitudes, such as factors that affect answers to survey questions about their generalized trust in others, resists full assimilation in destination countries for multiple generations (Guiso et al. 2006; Fernández 2011; Dohmen et al. 2012). On the other hand, the literature finds high rates of cross-sectional earnings assimilation among immigrant workers. LaLonde et al. (1991) find that most of the immigrant-native earnings gap is gone within 10 years of arrival, for all five ethnic groups they study (European, Asian, Middle Eastern, Mexican, and Latin American/Other Caribbean).

The slow assimilation of cross-sectional culture and ‘trust’ but rapid assimilation of cross-
sectional earnings imply one of three things. First, perhaps individual-level trust is not a simple or quantitatively important determinant of migrants’ productivity. Beugelsdijk and Maseland (2011, pp. 213–219) review several problems with interpreting answers to survey questions about trust. Whether or not an individual trusts others is not the same as whether that individual is trustworthy, and perhaps trustworthy people can be productive even when their ideas about who deserves their own trust are slow to change. Furthermore, Butler et al. (2016) find that the relationship between trust and individual income is nonlinear, suggesting that both low and high levels of individual trust can harm those individuals.

Second, it is hypothetically possible that any negative effects of culture and ‘trust’ on productivity are entirely external to individual earnings; that is, people who are untrusting harm others’ productivity without harming their own productivity. Then migrants’ unassimilated culture could continue to reduce others’ incomes even after their own incomes had assimilated. This would not sit easily with existing theories of how trust affects growth, many of which require systematic defection from trust games in which the defector internalizes costs (e.g. Algan and Cahuc 2013, p. 533).

Third, perhaps there are nonlinear effects of unassimilated migrant stock on earnings. That is, when the stock of unassimilated migrants is low, perhaps full cultural assimilation is unnecessary in order for migrants to remain productive, but this changes at higher migrant stocks. We explore that possibility below.

6.3 Congestion

Intuitively, nonlinearities could arise in either transmission or assimilation. When migration reaches a certain scale, norms could be transmitted that otherwise would not be, and assimilation could slow as migrant-native contact changes in extent or nature.

Borjas (2015) asserts that no evidence exists that could inform research on where such saturation points might lie. He writes, “we know little (read: nothing) about how host societies would adapt to the entry of perhaps billions of new persons.” It is certainly
untrue that economists know “nothing” about the effects of large-scale migration; much larger relative migrations have occurred. From 1820 to 2015 the population of Australia grew, mostly due to immigration, by 7,200%—from 334,000 to 24 million. Many of Australia’s early migrants were criminal outcasts; many recent migrants come from very poor countries. But Australian productivity stands today near the global frontier.

That scale of migration is much larger than anything possible today at the global level. The movement of “billions of new persons” to today’s rich countries, as defined by the World Bank, might involve a migration-induced population change of just 100 or 200% over generations. Historical episodes of migration on this order of magnitude, from low-TFP countries to high-TFP countries, have revealed no sign of TFP collapse even in the destination countries most intensively receiving migrants (Taylor and Williamson 1997; Hatton and Williamson 1998).

Indeed it is unclear how one could demonstrate empirically that congestion externalities are large. First, there is large variation in the percent foreign born across OECD countries already. Canada is over 19 percent, Switzerland and Australia are over 26 percent. At these observed levels, there is no clear evidence of lower productivity in higher-immigration countries; if anything, the opposite is true. This implies that if a congestion threshold of some kind exists, most or all countries are far from it.

Second, the percent foreign born in many cities in the United States is already well over a quarter, including for New York, Los Angeles, Boston. In Canada, Toronto is near 50 percent foreign born; Vancouver is over 40 percent. It is not clear exactly how the causal mechanisms whereby the stock of foreign born is supposed undermine TFP are supposed to work, but there is little evidence these cities have deteriorating TFP relative to other cities.

Third, there are entrepôt city-states such as Singapore and the Dubai Emirate that have a very high percentage of the foreign born (Singapore is over 40 percent, Dubai over 80 percent) and are extremely productive. Dubai suggests it is possible to create very high TFP without essentially any underlying common social culture at all. These examples do
not by any means rule out nonlinear congestion effects. But they do suggest that such
effects do not set in automatically even at high migrant stocks. If saturation points exist
and have substantial TFP effects, this remains to be shown.

6.4 Stylized facts on poor-country migrant stocks and TFP

The model in Section 5 implies that migration barriers could be efficiency-enhancing given
high transmission, low assimilation, and/or high congestion. The literature reviewed above
offers little compelling theory or evidence of such values for these parameters.

It is unclear what would constitute evidence that people moving from poor countries to
rich countries can greatly alter rich countries’ TFP. The channels and mechanisms of
action have not been well specified. Moreover, the claim of the Epidemiological Case is
explicitly non-linear. It does not argue that the marginal migrant would undermine the
economic, political, or social institutions that support high productivity, but rather that
past some threshold migrants would begin to undermine productivity.

Countries in the world already differ by an order of magnitude in the proportion of the
foreign born in their population. As yet there is no evidence this higher penetration of
foreign born from low productivity countries is associated with lower TFP growth in the
host countries. This of course does not rule out that there is some threshold.

But it does rule out that most OECD countries are near any such threshold. Figures 4 and
5 show the bivariate scatter plot and the predicted quartic regression line of the growth
of TFP 1990 to 2011\(^7\) in the twenty one (old) OECD countries\(^8\) and the ratio of foreign
born from low TFP (Figure 4) or low GDP per capita (Figure 5) countries\(^9\) in 2000\(^10\).

---

\(^7\)We use the variable RTFPNA from the Penn World Table 8.0 data for each country and calculate the
least squares growth rate over the entire period.

\(^8\)These are the countries who were members of the OECD before 1990.

\(^9\)In these graphs we used the threshold of the 1980–2000 average being less than 0.75 of the USA level
of TFP (year by year) or 2000 USA GDPPC.

\(^10\)We use the estimated bilateral migrant stocks estimated by the UN Population division for 2000 (http:
TFP we use either the average of the variable CTFP or the predicted TFP based on GDP per capita
(as many countries are missing TFP estimates) or GDP per capita (using RGDPE) from 1980 to 2000 to
represent the TFP or output in the sending countries during the period in which those who were migrants
In Figure 4 one can see that Australia (AUS) has over 11 percent of its 2000 population from low TFP countries whereas Japan has 1.2 percent of its 2000 population from low TFP countries. In Figure 5 one can see Australia, Canada, the USA and Austria have more than 8 percent of the population from countries below the GDP per capita threshold while Finland and Japan have just above 1 percent.

A stylized fact emerges from these figures. There is no relationship between poor-country migrant stock and TFP growth in migrant-destination countries, across a wide range of observed stocks. If the host countries with larger populations were experiencing a deterioration in TFP due to the effect of migrants then one would expect that, past some threshold, there would be a negative slope. Since the effect, were it to exist at all, is postulated to be non-linear we fit a quartic through the data (obviously with few data points this leaves few degrees of freedom). The data really say there is no discernible relationship at all as the F-tests fail to reject the null of no relationship for any specification from linear to quartic for either definition of the “low income” foreign born. The graphs in 2000 likely moved.
suggest that, if anything, TFP growth has been higher in countries with medium to high stocks of the low income country foreign born (e.g. Sweden, Great Britain, USA higher than Japan, Italy, Norway) and that the slope is still upward at the highest levels observed in the data.

These simple relationships reveal no traces of the large effects of poor-country migrants that should be expected if transmission is high and/or assimilation is low. They also reveal no sign of congestion affects across an order of magnitude in migrant stock sizes.

We present these data not as powerful evidence against any effects of immigration on TFP, but rather to make three simple points. First, so far the new case for migration restrictions is based on no evidence at all. It is a conjecture, and not one for which even stylized facts have been presented in support. Second, calibrating such a model (as we attempt to do below) will be difficult. If no country or region is past the threshold after which the “congestion” effects are present, this will be all that can be said, and this cannot be evidence there is no such threshold beyond the sample. Third, and more positively,
if no countries are yet demonstrably above any threshold, then because there is massive variation across countries then most countries are far from any such threshold—if it exists.

7 Parameters of the model: New evidence

Here we present new evidence on broadly plausible values of the transmission, assimilation, and congestion parameters in the model. We use United States census data on immigrants from most of the poorest countries from which there are large immigrant stocks in the United States. We also include Mexico, though it is substantially more developed than the others, as a useful point of comparison.

7.1 Transmission

Here we use U.S. census data to make approximate measurements of the productivity transmission and assimilation rates. Table 1 uses the standard assimilation specification of Borjas et al. (1992), running the regression

\[
\ln w = \omega + \zeta I_{for} + \lambda y + \mu y^2 + \tau_{age} I_{age} + \tau_{edu} I_{edu} + \tau_{fem} I_{fem} + \epsilon
\]

(10)

where \( w \) is earned income per year (US$); \( I_{for} \) is an indicator variable for foreign-born; \( y \) is years since immigration (zero for U.S. born); \( I_{age} \) and \( I_{edu} \) are vectors of indicator variables for age groups and for the highest level of education completed; \( I_{fem} \) is an indicator variable for female, and \( \epsilon \) is an error term. Each column of Table 1 restricts the sample to individuals born in the U.S. and in one other country, with the other country identified at the top of the column. We can then use the estimates in Table 1 to approximate the transmission rate \( \tau \) for each country. We measure productivity with earnings five years after arrival. Migrants might experience an immaterial wage penalty immediately upon arrival as they learn the basics of U.S. job search, finish their education, etc.; we assume this penalty has ended after five years. We thus estimate the initial earnings gap for a new immigrant as \( \delta \equiv 1 - e^{\zeta + 5\lambda + 5\mu} \). For example, a recent immigrant from Bangladesh—a 30 year-old male with a high-school education—earns 45.6% less than a U.S. native of the same description.
Table 1: Parametric regressions to estimate assimilation and transmission

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Bangladesh</th>
<th>(2) Ghana</th>
<th>(3) Guyana</th>
<th>(4) Haiti</th>
<th>(5) Liberia</th>
<th>(6) Mexico</th>
<th>(7) Nepal</th>
<th>(8) Nicaragua</th>
<th>(9) Somalia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age group controls</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education controls</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender control</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>10.19</td>
<td>10.18</td>
<td>10.18</td>
<td>10.18</td>
<td>10.18</td>
<td>10.18</td>
<td>10.18</td>
<td>10.19</td>
<td>10.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.00184)</td>
<td>(0.00184)</td>
<td>(0.00184)</td>
<td>(0.00184)</td>
<td>(0.00184)</td>
<td>(0.00177)</td>
<td>(0.00184)</td>
<td>(0.00184)</td>
<td>(0.00184)</td>
<td>(0.00184)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign-born</td>
<td>−0.764</td>
<td>−0.581</td>
<td>−0.269</td>
<td>−0.503</td>
<td>−0.260</td>
<td>−0.150</td>
<td>−0.792</td>
<td>−0.417</td>
<td>−0.287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.0550)</td>
<td>(0.0568)</td>
<td>(0.0487)</td>
<td>(0.0373)</td>
<td>(0.0862)</td>
<td>(0.00668)</td>
<td>(0.0865)</td>
<td>(0.0482)</td>
<td>(0.117)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years in U.S.</td>
<td>0.0326</td>
<td>0.0508</td>
<td>0.0272</td>
<td>0.0315</td>
<td>0.0195</td>
<td>0.00335</td>
<td>0.0629</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td>−0.0162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.00699)</td>
<td>(0.00654)</td>
<td>(0.00479)</td>
<td>(0.00355)</td>
<td>(0.00962)</td>
<td>(0.00637)</td>
<td>(0.0130)</td>
<td>(0.00422)</td>
<td>(0.0161)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Years in U.S.)²</td>
<td>−0.000277</td>
<td>−0.000922</td>
<td>−0.000453</td>
<td>−0.000459</td>
<td>−0.000405</td>
<td>−0.0000126</td>
<td>−0.000993</td>
<td>−0.000318</td>
<td>0.000790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.000196)</td>
<td>(0.000156)</td>
<td>(0.000108)</td>
<td>(0.0000743)</td>
<td>(0.000221)</td>
<td>(0.0000135)</td>
<td>(0.000376)</td>
<td>(0.000422)</td>
<td>(0.000161)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>5955254</td>
<td>5954804</td>
<td>5958515</td>
<td>5965015</td>
<td>5952947</td>
<td>6236409</td>
<td>5952690</td>
<td>5958128</td>
<td>5952463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of which U.S.</td>
<td>5951258</td>
<td>5951258</td>
<td>5951258</td>
<td>5951258</td>
<td>5951258</td>
<td>5951258</td>
<td>5951258</td>
<td>5951258</td>
<td>5951258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... of which foreign</td>
<td>3996</td>
<td>3546</td>
<td>7257</td>
<td>13757</td>
<td>1689</td>
<td>285151</td>
<td>1432</td>
<td>6870</td>
<td>1205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial earning diff. (δ)</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>0.294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.0169)</td>
<td>(0.0229)</td>
<td>(0.0261)</td>
<td>(0.0159)</td>
<td>(0.0421)</td>
<td>(0.00377)</td>
<td>(0.0292)</td>
<td>(0.0230)</td>
<td>(0.0410)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiv. assimilation (a)</td>
<td>0.0525</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.0752</td>
<td>0.0862</td>
<td>0.0282</td>
<td>0.0978</td>
<td>0.0612</td>
<td>0.0255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.00577)</td>
<td>(0.00646)</td>
<td>(0.00990)</td>
<td>(0.00375)</td>
<td>(0.0243)</td>
<td>(0.00219)</td>
<td>(0.0122)</td>
<td>(0.00064)</td>
<td>(0.00378)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.737</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>0.929</td>
<td>0.876</td>
<td>0.826</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implied τ</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.407</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.308</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We then relate this new-immigrant earnings gap to productivity in the country of origin. To do this, we require estimates of the gap between total factor productivity in the U.S. and migrants’ country of origin. Hall and Jones (1999b, 1999a) and Jones (2016) measure the ratio of total factor productivity in each country to the value in the U.S., after accounting for differences in human capital. For example, Jones (2016) estimates that total factor productivity in Bangladesh is 0.082 of its value in the U.S., thus $\gamma = 0.918$. The fraction of this gap that ‘comes with’ the migrant is $\tau = \frac{\delta}{\gamma} = \frac{0.456}{0.918} = 0.497$. The final rows of Table 1 carry out this calculation.

### 7.2 Assimilation

First we check that Table 1’s parabolic specification of assimilation time is suitable. Figure 6 shows semiparametric regressions without the assumption of parabolic assimilation, corresponding to columns 2 and 8 of Table 1. Figure 6 is made by running

$$\ln w = \omega + \zeta I_{for} + \iota' y (I_{for} \cdot I_y) + \iota'_{age} I_{age} + \iota'_{edu} I_{edu} + \iota_{fem} I_{fem} + \varepsilon$$

where $\iota' y$ is a vector of indicator variables for years since immigration (in five-year categories). The nonparametric regression line in the figure is made by exponentiating the elements of the estimated coefficient vector $\hat{\iota} y$. The horizontal line in the figure is the corresponding predicted wage of an otherwise observably identical U.S. worker $(e^{\hat{\omega}})$. Immigrants from these countries earn less than otherwise similar U.S. workers shortly after arrival, but their wages rise asymptotically toward those of their U.S. counterparts. This suggests that the parabolic specification in Table 1 is useful.

We can then use the coefficient estimates in Table 1 to approximate individual-level earnings assimilation for immigrants from each country. The gap between immigrant and native earnings shrinks over time according to the parabola defined by $\hat{\lambda}$ and $\hat{\mu}$, which yields a half-life for the earnings gap, and that half-life yields the corresponding annual assimilation rate. The half-life of the immigrant-native earning gap is the duration over
which the assimilation parabola rises to close half of the initial gap, thus

\[ \hat{\mu} t_{1/2}^2 + \hat{\lambda} t_{1/2} = \frac{\hat{c}}{2} \]  

(12)

and the solution \( t_{1/2} \) yields the estimated annual, individual-level assimilation rate by 

\[ a = -\frac{\ln 2}{t_{1/2}}. \]

These results are shown in the Individual Assimilation row of the table.

### 7.3 Congestion

What is a reasonable magnitude for the congestion effect? Figure 7 shows \( \bar{A} \) from equation (3), for different values of the congestion rate \( c \). The figure assumes productivity gap \( \gamma = 0.8 \) and transmission rate \( \tau = 0.4 \). Inspection of the figure suggests that a congestion value of \( c = 0.9 \) would be quite large: At such a value, as the immigrant fraction approaches 50\%, half of GDP is wiped out. Roughly half the population of Toronto, Canada is foreign-born, mostly from developing countries, and factors in Toronto are certainly not half as productive as factors in otherwise similar cities with fewer migrants. This suggests, prima facie, that reasonable values for \( c \) lie somewhere well under 0.9.
We can go beyond this rough bound with two assumptions, under which one could explore the congestion effect by comparing high-immigration areas like Toronto to low-immigration areas of the same country. The first assumption, ‘locality’, is that a large part of Toronto immigrants’ effect on Canada’s TFP arises by affecting the productivity of factors located in Toronto, not somewhere else in Canada. The second assumption, ‘exogeneity’, is that conditional on having moved to Canada, immigrants do not choose where to locate based on how their decision would affect natives’ productivity.

The locality assumption is reasonable to first order. It would not fit with the literature to suppose that the productivity effects of immigrants in Toronto act primarily through externalities that are incident upon people who do not live in Toronto. The potential mechanisms for congestion important in the literature—such as nonlinear ‘critical mass’ effects of trust, gender norms, entrepreneurship, or reduced assimilation—would all affect economic activity at the level of the locality where migrants live and interact with non-migrants. Other channels could exist that would not be detected in local-area data, such as if a critical mass of immigrants elects incompetent national-level politicians, or if a critical mass of migrants spurs innovation that shifts national TFP. But such indirect
Figure 8: Incomes in different areas of the U.S. by immigrant concentration, 2008–2012

Observations by US Census ‘Public Use Microdata Areas’ (PUMAs), which are 1,185 geographic subsets of the country defined such that each contains more than 20,000 residents (for five-year pooled data). Data from US Census American Community Survey pooled 2008–2012 (Ruggles et al. 2013). Nonparametric fit shows Nadaraya-Watson regression, bandwidth 0.1, fit to unlogged data, corresponding to Figure 7. A 95% confidence interval is in gray.

and supra-local effects are not among those considered most important in the literature (Fernández 2011, e.g.).

Likewise, the exogeneity assumption is reasonable to first order. It would require an exotic model to posit that immigrants seek out places to settle based on reducing their own negative externality on natives. This would require knowing that in some cities immigrants cause inherently greater harm to natives’ productivity, and immigrants choose the cities that they settle in so as to deliberately reduce this harm to natives. We are not aware of evidence that migrants choose their settlement patterns by this criterion.

We therefore test whether there are detectable differences in TFP between very high-immigration and very low-immigration portions of the United States. It is known that across United States cities, increases in migrant fraction are associated with increases in
average earnings (Lewis and Peri 2015, p. 671). But there has been little investigation of high immigrant stocks.

Figure 8 shows a nonparametric regression of average earned income on foreign-born fraction, across local areas of the United States. The geographic divisions are 1,185 census-defined ‘Public Use Microdata Areas’ or PUMAs, which contain more than 20,000 observations each for the American Community Survey pooled 2008–2012 sample. Collectively they cover the entire country, not only metropolitan areas.

The slope of the relationship is slightly positive from 0% immigrants to 30% immigrants, congruent with the several studies reviewed by Lewis and Peri (2015) showing positive overall productivity effects from local-area immigration at observed levels. The slope turns modestly negative at higher levels of immigrant concentration. Areas at the extreme of high immigrant concentration exhibit somewhat lower earned income: an immigrant share of 70% is associated with about 10% lower average earnings than areas with very low immigrant shares.

Figure 8 also superimposes the $c = 0.5$ curve from Figure 7. (It is slightly distorted because the vertical scale of Figure 8 is logarithmic.) This comparison suggests that 0.5 represents a conservatively high upper bound on the magnitude of any true congestion effects. The left part of the curve is notably conservative because the model assumes no productivity enhancement from migrants at all, while the true relationship is positive below 30% immigrant stock. The right part of the curve is likewise conservative because the true relationship does not exhibit sufficient nonlinearity to fall below the $c = 0.5$ curve at any point.

8 Implications for dynamically efficient migration

The range of plausible parameter values in the previous section suggests a corresponding range for the optimal migration rate. Table 1 shows that for a variety of different poor countries, assimilation $a$ lies in the range 0.026 and 0.128, and transmission $\tau$ in the range 0.157 to 0.497. Figure 8 suggests that congestion $c < 0.5$. We can therefore superimpose
Figure 9: Parameter estimates and optimal migration rates

In Figure 9, we do not find any parameter estimates that would support current the current migration rate \((m = 0.003)\) as globally efficient. For all of the parameter estimates, corresponding rates of optimal migration are at least several times current levels, and in many cases far higher. This is because sufficiently little home-country productivity ‘comes with’ migrants, their initial productivity deficit erodes sufficiently quickly, and congestion is moderate in accordance with the data analyzed above.

This suggests that, while the Epidemiological Case for efficient migration restrictions is a theoretical possibility, it may be regarded as a conjecture with little empirical relevance for the foreseeable future. Of course, rates of transmission, assimilation, and congestion could change as migration proceeds. But Figure 9 makes it clear that they would need to change dramatically for today’s migration rates to become globally optimal at some point. For that to happen, assimilation rates would need to fall to small fractions of their current values, and/or transmission and congestion would need to double. Such large changes would be necessary that changes could likely be detected long before they rendered a given migration rate suboptimal.
We have made a number of assumptions that tend to keep the calibrated estimates of efficient migration conservatively low:

- **No productivity gains in destination countries.** The model here assumes that the exclusive productivity effect of immigrants in the destination country is to reduce it. This ignores the literature reviewed above, which finds important effects of migrants on trade, investment, technology, institutions, and norms that can raise TFP. A large literature has tested for total factor productivity effects of immigration at observed levels, finding those effects to be generally positive and substantial in a range of settings (reviewed by Lewis and Peri 2015, Table 10.2).

- **No capital adjustment.** The efficiency gains to international migration are enhanced by the fact that when the marginal product of labor falls, capital investment adjusts and compensates with a lag (Kennan 2013). In the model here, this never occurs.

- **No value assigned to the steady-state gain once marginal product of labor is equalized.** That is, the net present value of the static gain from migration, continuing from time $T$ to $\infty$, is not included in the condition for dynamically efficient migration.

- **No replacement by children.** The estimates of earnings assimilation from census data are for only for the foreign-born themselves, who are assumed to remain infinitely in the labor force. In reality, they are replaced by their children raised in the destination country—partially replaced within roughly 20–30 years as their children join the labor force, and fully replaced within 40–50 years as the immigrants retire. These children would on average exhibit more productivity-assimilation than their parents. The assimilation rate of the ‘dynastic worker’ in the model would therefore proceed at a higher rate than the empirical estimates of $a$ in the previous section.

- **‘Bad TFP’ flows from poor to rich, but ‘good TFP’ does not flow from rich to poor.** The model assumes that migration spreads low TFP to rich countries, but do not spread high TFP from rich to poor countries. That is, the model ignores a literature finding that migrants cause technology transfer back to developing countries (Kerr 2008); immigrants stimulate foreign direct investment by the destination country in the origin country (Javorcik et al. 2011); migrants who study in democratic countries transmit democratic norms back to the countries they come from (Spilimbergo 2009);
and migrants may transfer low-fertility norms back to their countries of origin (Beine et al. 2013). All of these could raise home-country TFP, affecting the global gains to migration, but are omitted.

- **The poorest and the richest weigh equally in social welfare.** The efficient migration condition is blind to who receives the gains and losses counted there. In reality, the recipients of the TFP cost are relatively rich, while the recipients of the migration gains start out relatively poor. Atkinson (1970) or other social welfare weights that overweight income gains to the poorest would result in a higher value for migration. This is complicated by the fact that, at some point after migration, the initially poor take their place as the rich. The model omits these issues.

- **High congestion.** The congestion rate assumed in the calibration, 0.5, is conservatively low in U.S. locality data (Figure 8). Relaxing any of these strong assumptions would tend to result in higher estimates of the dynamically optimal migration rate.

### 9 Conclusion

The new case for efficiency-enhancing restrictions on labor mobility turns out to be an efficiency case against most existing restrictions on labor mobility. The new “epidemiological” argument against “open borders” relies on hypothetical deleterious impacts on productivity in the host country from “too many” migrants from low productivity countries. But the current situation for labor mobility is not open borders or anything remotely approaching open borders. The case against open borders is like the case against “free trade” being made in India in the late 1980s when India had both widespread licensing restrictions on nearly all imports and the highest tariffs in the world.

One can accept a theoretical case against open borders but still make the economic case that substantial reductions in existing barriers to labor mobility are potential Pareto-improving, and greatly so. Alternatively, even if there are arguments against open borders, marginal relaxations of barriers to labor mobility are still the highest potential impact reform for improving world material well-being.
Our main analytical point is simple. The new conceptual case against open borders is that the flow of migration should be limited because the stock of something related to migration is too high. But to use the stock of the foreign born as the proxy to justify current restrictions on migration is unjustified in three senses.

First, this assumes that (a) migrants bring large fractions of their economic productivity with them, which is unsupported by evidence; or (b) that the restricting country is near the threshold in which the cumulative impact of migration would being to reduce economic productivity—which has yet to be demonstrated for any country or region. Moreover, no country or region appears to be at or over the threshold and most countries/regions have migration much lower than the highest migration penetration countries/regions. Thus most countries are not yet in the position of being able to justify restrictions on migration due to these threshold impacts.

Second, a non-linear impact on economic productivity of the stock of the foreign born implicitly assumes zero assimilation over time of migrants not matter at what age they came to the host country. That is, suppose a posited causal mechanism is that some of the foreign born come from countries with low average “trust”, and that “trust” contributes (in general, on average) to the maintenance of market supporting institutions. Hence an increase in the foreign-born leads to a lower average level of “trust” which, over some time horizon, deteriorates economic productivity. But if migrants move toward the host country values, dispositions, attitudes and beliefs that sustain high economic productivity institutions (which does not require assimilation in other senses, such as homogenization of religion or identity) then the conceptually relevant measure is the “stock of the economic-productivity-institution-reducing population,” what we term $\phi$. Our analysis suggests that with empirically plausible rates of “assimilation” in this narrow sense, there can be a large flow and stock of foreign born without substantially diminishing the global efficiency gains from reduced migration barriers.

Third, any case for restrictions on migration based on economic productivity would have to be well targeted. Such restrictions would need to be differentiated not against “foreign born” or even against countries but—to be justified as appropriate instruments for the
target of efficiency—against people with specific beliefs/values/attitudes or, as a second-best, against evidence of such. For example, assuming that since Indians come from a poor country those that migrate must come with productivity-reducing economic beliefs is too far-fetched to even entertain. Indians are the highest or second highest household income ethnicity in nearly all English speaking OECD countries (Chakravorty et al. 2016).

The efficiency cases against or for migration restrictions do not pretend that voters form their immigration preferences according to their consequences for economic efficiency. At least part of political support for migration restrictions seems to arise from dislike of the “other” and resent people not “like” them in some way (e.g. same race, religion, ethnicity, food preference, language) or, more positively, feel restrictions on migration are needed to maintain a particular “way of life” or “culture” or political structures and outcomes with inherent rather than instrumental value (Hainmueller and Hopkins 2014). Economists since John Stuart Mill have disallowed direct utility externalities as a basis for welfare-motivated restrictions on free choice. Enforcing maximization of a social welfare function that included sadists’ taste for others’ suffering, or prudes’ distaste for others’ salacious reading, would require a radically illiberal order (Sen 1970; Hausman and McPherson 1993, p. 690). On the other hand, if migration barriers are deemed necessary to preserve a “way of life” of inherent value, it would need to be clarified why similar reasoning would not have obstructed the Industrial Revolution, the entry of women into the labor force, and the abolition of serfdom—all of which greatly altered an existing “way of life”.

The precise extent of additional migration under a more liberal regime remains a subject for further research. The first forays into this area are wanting: It is unserious to posit that the global labor market is currently at full spatial equilibrium based on data regarding state-to-state movement within a rich country, and it is premature to cast global predictions of migration behavior based on a contingent valuation survey. Initial estimates using broadly-coded changes in migration restrictions suggest that policy barriers are major determinants of migration flows (Ortega and Peri 2013). Such estimates are complicated by the difficulty of quantifying migration policy, and by the fact that multilateral liberalization can have different effects than bilateral liberalization (Bertoli and Fernández-Huertas 2013). Contradictory recent evidence suggests that, in different
settings, poor migrants are highly willing to migrate (Bryan et al. 2014) or surprisingly unwilling to migrate (Beam et al. 2016). One promising research direction may be to use much more advanced survey methods, such as those advocated by Manski (2004), to elicit more reliable estimates of migration behavior in hypothetical scenarios.

The global efficiency effects of reduced migration barriers suggest another important line of future research: institutional mechanisms to turn potential Pareto improvements into realized Pareto Improvements. These are the subject of little-explored proposals for migration taxes by Becker and Becker (1997) and Freeman (2006), and proposals for immigration quota auctions by Orrenius and Zavodny (2010), Peri (2012b), and Fernández-Huertas and Rapoport (2014). National governments control migration restrictions, and characterizing the global efficiency effects of migration restrictions is just the first step in the overdue literature on the efficiency effects of migration.
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